Astronomy Department 2009-10 Committee Assignments

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION OFFICER: Thompson

ASSISTANTSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS: Wong

AURA REPRESENTATIVE: Chu

CARMA PROGRAM: Crutcher

CAPRICIOUS GRADING (3 to be elected): Fields, Mouschovias, Wong

COLLOQUIUM: Chu (Fall), Wong (Spring)

COMPUTING FACILITY: Ricker (Chair), Gammie

CSE PROGRAM: Ricker

CURRICULUM: Looney (Chair), Crutcher, Fields, Gammie

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: Brunner, Crutcher, Gammie

FUND RAISING: Dunne, Wandelt

GENERAL GRADUATE ADVISOR: Sutton

GRADUATE RECRUITMENT: Brunner (Chair), Kemball

LAS STUDY ABROAD: Kemball

LIBRARY: Thompson

MAJORS RECRUITING & INFORMATION: Dunne

OPTICAL FACILITIES: Thompson

PUBLIC INFORMATION: Kaler

QUAD OBSERVATORY: Looney

QUALIFYING EXAMINATION FOR 2010: Fields (Chair), Kemball, Mouschovias, Wandelt

SENATE (elected): Brunner

TA DIRECTOR: Dunne

UIAS ADVISOR: Looney

UNDERGRADUATE ADVISORS: Sutton (Class of 2010)
                       Looney (Class of 2011)
                      Brunner (Class of 2012)
                      Ricker (Class of 2013)